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Four Coming Together and 
Overlapping 



Every school in America wants 
to . . . 
n  increase achievement 

n  reduce achievement gaps 



Changes in the Educational Environment 
Call for Credible and Inspiring Leadership 

We can see changes related to . . .  
1.  Students 
2.  Teachers 
3.  Accountability for equitable high levels of learning 
4.  The science of teaching and learning 
5.  Professional development 
6.  Educational tools and resources 
7.  The skills and knowledge needed for the twenty-

first century 



Students have gone from . . . 

To . . . 

To . . . 





1.   Short attention spans and 
hate to be bored. 

 Boredom 

2.   Visually preferred DVD  High 
 Definition 

3.   Want immediate gratification “I want it now!” 
“Is it done yet?” 

4.   Choose to be interactive and 
hands-on 

5.   Love challenge and are 
curious 

6.  Want to succeed (win) using 
strategies, practice, and do-
overs 

8-12 minutes 

What do you or your teachers do to adapt to the New 
Generation Z? 



Students . . . What does this mean? 

1.  have short attention spans 
and hate to be bored. 

•Use optimal learning time 
(7-10) minutes and then 
apply what they learn. 

2.  are visually preferred. •Use graphic organizers and 
pictures. 

3.  want immediate 
gratification. 

•Use short-cycle challenge 
and feedback. 

4.  choose to be interactive 
and hands-on. 

•Create challenges that use 
multiple neuropathways. 
•Use cooperative learning. 

5.  love challenge and are 
curious. 

•Be explicit about objectives 
and cause curiosity.  

6.  want to win using 
strategies, practice, and do-
overs. 

•Explicitly teach learning-to-
learn strategies that work. 
•Use re-takes and re-dos. 



All schools across the country 
want to . . . 
n  increase achievement 

n  reduce achievement gaps 



Teachers are expected to . . . 
n  Align curriculum and teach to rigorous 

standards 
n  Differentiate instruction 
n  Analyze and use data 
n  Collaborate in PLCs, PLTs, and ______ 
n  Read all those emails and announcements 
n  And, be very open minded and committed to 

the school’s teacher evaluation system. 



What do you need to be a successful 
professional learning community? 

????? 



PLC Growth Mindset 
n  Believe that abilities are not fixed and they 

can be developed through dedication, 
collaboration, and hard work 

n  Possess a love of learning and 
improvement 

n  Choose to be resilient 
n  Desire accomplishment (i.e. reach a goal, 

solve a compelling problem) 



Developing a . . . 



In the beginning . . . 

there were no PLCs. 



TEAM 
n Together 

n Everyone 

n Achieves 

n More 



Teams who play and win 
together, like to play together. 



Think about it. 
n  Think about a time when you 

participated on a team/group effort that 
was successful? 
n  How did you feel about the achievement? 
n  How do you feel about teammates? 
n  Did you want to work/play with them again? 



What does it mean to WIN at 
school? 

1.  Students learn in our classes. 
2.  Students are able to show their learning on 

external assessments (e.g., CCSS, state 
tests). 

3.  Students are ready for their next step in 
school (eventually college and career). 

4.  Teachers are satisfied and effective. 
5.  Students are satisfied and confident. 
6.  Parents support the school. 



The Brain and Successful Learning 
Neurotransmitter Purpose and Result 
Noradrenalin Arousal 

Energy 
Drive 
Excitement   

Serotonin Calming neurotransmitter 
important to the 
maintenance of good mood 

Acetylcholine Focus 
Memory 
Feelings of pleasure   

Dopamine Pleasure 
Reward 
Good Feelings towards 
others 



Power Thinking Cartoon 

Marzano, 
Tactics in 
Thinking, 1989



A Professional Learning 
Community... 

■  IS NOT a prescription. 

■  IS NOT a new program. 

■  IS an infrastructure, or a way of working 
together, which results in continuous school 
improvement. 



School leaders and teachers can 
build collegiality in the following 
ways: 

n  Teachers talking together about students 
n  Teachers talking together about curriculum, 

assessment, instruction, and the learning 
environment 

n  Teachers teaching one another 
n  Teachers and administrators learning 

together  



Plenty of Evidence 
n  Student achievement increases when 

teachers engage in collaborative 
examination of student work, have 
dialog about student achievement, and 
participate in a variety of professional 
learning experiences. 



A growth mindset is needed to 
WIN together. 
n  Believe that abilities are not fixed and 

they can be developed through 
dedication, collaboration, and hard work 

n  Possess a love of learning and 
improvement 

n  Choose to be resilient 
n  Desire accomplishment (i.e. reach a 

goal, solve a compelling problem) 



What is your stress level regarding working 
with professional teams this year? 

I am totally 
freaking out.

It use to be easier . . .

I’m worried. I need 
some . . .

I will survive . . .

Stress 
Meter 





Hope Optimism 

 

Action 
 

Inspiring 



Let’s hope PLCs don’t function 
like this. 



Developing a . . . 



If you keep on doing what you’ve always 
done, you will continue to get what you 
always got. 



Coming together  
  is a beginning, 

 
staying together 

  is progress, 
 
and working together 

  is success. 
 

   - Henry Ford 





Every school in America wants 
to . . . 
n  increase achievement 

n  reduce achievement gaps 



A growth mindset is needed to 
WIN together. 
n  Abilities are not fixed and they can be 

developed through dedication and hard 
work 

n  Love of learning 
n  Resilience 
n  Desire accomplishment (i.e. reach a 

goal, solve a compelling problem) 



Let’s feel what it is like to . . . 

WIN! 



Remember as many words as you 
can.   

You have 20 seconds. 
black    brown 

cinnamon   gloves 

canary    parrot 

sweater    shirt 

dove    green 

garlic    pepper 





How did you do? 

black    brown 

cinnamon   gloves 

canary    parrot 

sweater    shirt 

dove    green 

garlic    pepper 



Remember as many words as you can.   
You have 20 seconds. 

vanilla     horse 
chocolate    camel 
strawberry    elephant 
 
 
yellow     desk 
red      table 
green     chair 





Three Important Questions 
1.  Did it seem like the time I gave you to 

study was longer for the second list? 
2.  Did you have more confidence in your 

performance on the second list? 
3.  Did you think the second list was 

easier when you first saw it? 



How did you do now? 
vanilla     horse 
chocolate    camel 
strawberry    elephant 
 
 
yellow     desk 
red      table 
green     chair 



Grouping and Patterning 
n  Lesson: 

n  Students can increase their comprehension 
and recall when they group information and 
identify patterns. 



Most people remember the right side 
better than the left side in a timed 
test. 

black  brown 

cinnamon  gloves 

canary  parrot 

sweater  shirt 

dove   green 

garlic  pepper 

vanilla   horse 
chocolate   camel 
strawberry            elephant 
 
yellow   desk 
red    table 
green   chair 
 



This is like the silverware 
drawer in your home.   



A graphic organizer is a tool used to construct meaning 
and provide evidence of learning. 1.  Main Idea Identification 

and Summary 
2.  Significant Detail 
3.  Sequential/Order 

Relationships 
4.  Comparative 

Relationships 
5.  Cause-Effect 

Relationships 
6.  Problem-solution 

relationships 
7.  Meanings of Words 
8.  Generalizations/Drawing 

Conclusions 
9.  Author’s Voice and 

Method 
10.  Interpreting Instructions 
11.  Using Maps, Charts, and 

Graphs 
12.  Literary Analysis 

and

Content Area Learning



The Brain and Successful Learning 
Neurotransmitter Purpose and Result 
Noradrenalin Arousal 

Energy 
Drive 
Excitement   

Serotonin Calming neurotransmitter 
important to the 
maintenance of good mood 

Acetylcholine Focus 
Memory 
Feelings of pleasure   

Dopamine Pleasure 
Reward 
Good Feelings towards 
others 



Power Thinking Cartoon 

Marzano, 
Tactics in 
Thinking, 1989



1.  Identify essential learning outcomes  
(i.e. knowledge, skills, behaviors, attitudes) 
and goals for students’ life and career 
readiness. 

n  Curriculum Maps 
n  Unit Designs 
n  Common Core/State Standards 
n  Community Values and Needs 
n  Standardized Test Benchmarks (e.g., 

ACT/Aspire College Readiness, SAT, 
state tests) 

n  Life and Career Readiness 



Integrating Literary Skills with Content 
Area Knowledge and Skills 



Integrating Literary Skills with 
Content Area Knowledge and Skills 



Add literacy standards into the 
curricular map and unit designs 

Generalizations/
Conclusions 

Main Idea Cause/Effect 
Comparison 



 (Reading and Content Areas) 
(Science and Math) 

1.  Main Idea 
2.  Significant Details 
3.  Sequential/Order 

Relationships 
4.  Comparison 

Relationships 
5.  Cause and Effect 

Relationships 
6.  Understanding and 

Using Words  

7.  Generalizations and 
Drawing Conclusions 

8.  Problem-Solution 
Relationships 

9.  Interpreting Instructions 
10.  Author’s Purposes, 

Techniques, and Devices 
11.  Use Maps, Charts, and 

Graphs 
12.  Literary Analysis 



Adults leaners are . . . 
•  goal-directed 
•  problem/challenge-driven 





2. Engage in collaborative examination of 
student work, achievement, and personal 
growth. 

n  closed-ended and constructive 
response assessments 

n  observations of processes/learning 
n  products 
n  performances 
n  portfolio 



Poor

Good

Better/Best

Poor

Good

Better/Best

Summary

Summary

Summary

Bring samples of student work every couple of weeks to 
your grade level team. 



Student Work Gallery 1:   
Looking At Student Work 

View the student work of your colleagues for 3 minutes. 

1.  What were the qualities of student work that made it an 
excellent, average, or low quality summary and graphic 
organizer? (2 minutes for each person) 

2.  What aspects of the graphic organizers and summaries do 
student need to improve (e.g., key ideas, detail, 
organizational pattern)? (2 minutes for each person) 

3.  What is an insight about the student work you observed 
from other teacher’s samples? (2 minutes for each person) 

Use a go-around to complete the following sentence. 
4.  During the next two week, I am going to help my students 

improve . . .  



Summary:  Poor 



Summary:  Average 



Summary:  High 



Student Summary: Poor 
There are fast foods in the city and other kinds of 
places to eat.  Big building are all around and there 
are some older and new buildings too.  Some kinds 
of buildings have brinks and other are made of 
wood in the city.  People also have to work there.  
Some people work there are policemen and people 
who sell stuff. 



Student Summary: Average 
Life in the city is pretty interesting.  There are many jogs 
that people have such as sales and people who work in 
hospitals.  There are also some people who work for the 
mayor too.  There are many kinds of places for people to 
live such as tall buildings and houses.  People can live 
almost anywhere.  I think it would be fund to eat in the 
city too.  You can eat a places like McDonalds an other 
fast food places.  They also have good restaurants too.  
The city looks like it would be fun to live. 



Student Summary: High 
n  The article is about life in the city.  There were three major points that the 

author was trying to communicate.  The three ways of understanding life in 
the city would be to look at the jobs, housing, and food in the city.  There are 
many kinds of jobs in the city.  First, there are sales jobs like sales clerks 
where men and women work in places like big department stores.  There are 
also small boutiques that specialize in certain kinds of clothing or 
housewares.  Secondly, the city has many places to eat food.  There are the 
usual fast food places like Burger King, McDonalds, and Wendys.  There are 
also an abundance of fine food restaurants where you can eat gourmet foods 
or even select and cook your own food.  Finally, the article talks about 
different kinds of housing in the city.  A person can live in tall buildings where 
there are apartments or condominiums.  There are also single family houses 
to live in.  The houses seem to be pretty expensive compared to some of the 
smaller condominiums.  It appears that the city is quite a place where food, 
housing, and jobs are varied and plentiful. 



See pages 6 and 7 in handout 



Reading Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

n Green= 
Strength 
n Yellow= 
Borderline 
n Red= 
Needs 
immediate 
intervention 

1.  Main Idea 
2.  Significant Details 
3.  Sequential/Order Relationships 
4.  Comparison Relationships 
5.  Causal Relationships 
6.  Generalizations/Drawing Conclusions 
7.  Meanings of Words 
8.  Problem/Solution Relationships 
9.  Author’s Design, Purpose, and 

Techniques 
10.  Interpreting Instructions 



Data are the inherent enemy 
of routine. 

Why? 



What preliminary conclusions or 
generalizations can we draw about this data? 
Students State Test 

Met/Exceeded 
C or 

above 
Gates 

50 percentile 
or above 

Writing 
Met/Exceeded 

Caucasian 60% 62% 53% 70% 

African 
American 

42% 55% 50% 50% 

Hispanic 18% 48% 29% 44% 

Asian 71% 72. % 54% 74% 

Special 
Ed 

45% 75% 39% 49% 



3. Identify areas of need by identifying the 
gap between what is wanted and existing 
conditions. 



 Reading Informational Text/
Thinking in Content Areas 

1.  Main Idea 
2.  Significant Details 
3.  Sequential/Order 

Relationships 
4.  Comparison 

Relationships 
5.  Cause and Effect 

Relationships 
6.  Understanding and 

Using Words  

7.  Generalizations and 
Drawing Conclusions 

8.  Problem-Solution 
Relationships 

9.  Interpreting Instructions 
10.  Author’s Purposes, 

Techniques, and Devices 
11.  Use Maps, Charts, and 

Graphs 
12.  Literary Analysis (ELA) 



4. Identify contributing factors producing 
current results (e.g., teachers, students, 
organization, curriculum, parents, etc.). 





Teacher 
Textbook Reading Fishbone 

Organization Curriculum 

Learner 

•uniformed about textbook use 
•need in-service 
•overwhelmed with current 
instructional units 

•need big picture of reading 
literature and reading 
•curriculum review is by courses 
not programs 
•curriculum is packed tightly 

•answers short questions 
•lack of strategies 
•does not read textbooks 

•needs funds and task group 
   to study the problem 
•overemphasis on state goals/ 
  tests 
•lack of time 

Parents 

•uniformed about how to help their children 



5. Establish improvement goals (SMART 
goals) based upon the greatest areas of 
learning needs (GAN).  



Reading Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

n Green= 
Strength 
n Yellow= 
Borderline 
n Red= 
Needs 
immediate 
intervention 

1.  Main Idea 
2.  Significant Details 
3.  Sequential/Order Relationships 
4.  Comparison Relationships 
5.  Causal Relationships 
6.  Generalizations/Drawing Conclusions 
7.  Meanings of Words 
8.  Problem/Solution Relationships 
9.  Author’s Design, Purpose, and 

Techniques 
10.  Interpreting Instructions 



Power Thinking Cartoon 

Marzano, 
Tactics in 
Thinking, 1989



6.  Become knowledgeable about research-
based, best practices and correlate them to 
current practices.  



6.  Become knowledgeable about research-
based, best practices and correlate them to 
current practices.  



6.  Become knowledgeable about research-
based, best practices and correlate them to 
current practices.  



7. Select and participate in 
professional development.  

n  Ask team members what they need to 
learn and do to accomplish the team 
goals. 



Examine Research-based Practices Related to the Need 



Examine Research-based Practices Related to the Need 



8.  Take decisive action. 
n  As a leader, how would you inspire and 

encourage decisive action?  
n  What are the “look for’s” and “listen to’s” 

of decisive action? 



You may have to really be inspirational to 
lead in your PLC. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6wRkzCW5qI  



8.  Take decisive action. 
n  As a leader, how would you inspire and 

encourage decisive action?  
n  What are the “look for’s” and “listen to’s” 

of decisive action? 







Power Thinking Cartoon 

Marzano, 
Tactics in 
Thinking, 1989



Add literacy standards into the 
curricular map and unit designs 

Generalizations/
Conclusions 

Main Idea Cause/Effect 
Comparison 



Add literacy standards into the 
curricular map and unit designs 

Narrate Summarize Argue Inform/Explain 



Getting Prepared 
1.  Create unit designs that include content 

area knowledge (content/topics), skills, and 
learning objectives/goals that are aligned to 
standards and external assessments. 

2.  Determine expectations for implementation 
and accountability. 

3.  Provide training for teacher leaders, 
administrators, and department chairs. 



Expectations 
n  On-going professional development 
n  Teachers maintain a portfolio of artifacts 

(graphic organizers and summaries) 
n  PLCs talk about progress using 

protocols 
n  Department chairs and administrators 

monitor, coach, encourage 





Create an improvement plan. 





Getting Prepared 
1.  Create unit designs that include content 

area knowledge (content/topics), skills, and 
learning objectives/goals that are aligned to 
standards and external assessments. 

2.  Determine expectations for implementation 
and accountability. 

3.  Provide training for teacher leaders, 
administrators, and department chairs. 



Professional Development in 
the Past 
n  LYNT           Last year’s new thing 
n  TYNT           This year’s new  
n  NYNT           Next year’s new thing 



Hot Topics-SD Du Jour  
n  Multiple Intelligences 
n  Performance Assessment 
n  Cooperative Learning 
n  Whole Language 
n  ESL 
n  Block Scheduling 
n  Back to Phonics 
n  Differentiated Instruction 
n  Technology Integration 
n  Differentiation 
n  Curriculum Mapping 

n  Concept Mapping 
n  Assertive Discipline 
n  Madeleine Hunter 
n  OBE 
n  Standards-based Learning 
n  Discipline with  Dignity 
n  Brain-based Learning 
n  Learning Styles 
n  Content-Specific 
n  Brain-based Learning 
n  Understanding by Design 



We may need change therapy 



Hot Topics-SD Du Jour  
n  Multiple Intelligences 
n  Performance Assessment 
n  Cooperative Learning 
n  Whole Language 
n  ESL 
n  Block Scheduling 
n  Back to Phonics 
n  Differentiated Instruction 
n  Technology Integration 
n  Differentiation 
n  Curriculum Mapping 

n  Concept Mapping 
n  Assertive Discipline 
n  Madeleine Hunter 
n  OBE 
n  Standards-based Learning 
n  Discipline with  Dignity 
n  Brain-based Learning 
n  Learning Styles 
n  Content-Specific 
n  Brain-based Learning 
n  Understanding by Design 

NO MORE SD Buffets 



Categories of Instructional Strategies That 
Affect Student Achievement 

  Category     Percentile Gain 
n  Identifying Similarities and Differences   45 
n  Summarizing and note taking    34 
n  Reinforcing effort and providing recognition  29 
n  Homework and practice     28 
n  Non-linguistic representations    27 
n  Cooperative Learning     27 
n  Setting objectives and feedback    23 
n  Generating and testing hypotheses   23 
n  Question, cues, and advanced organizers   22 

Marzano, Pickering, Pollack.  Classroom Instruction that Works. ASCD, 2001 



H
attie, J. Visible Learning Laboratories 



Strategies to Teach Students Text 
Comprehension  
National Reading Panel Report (2000) 

1.  Monitoring Comprehension 
2.  Metacognition 
3.  Graphic and semantic organizers 
4.  Answering questions 
5.  Generating questions 
6.  Recognizing story structure 
7.  Summarizing 
8.  Reciprocal teaching 
9.  Cooperative learning 
10.  Mental Imagery 
 

Classroom 
Organization 

•whole group 

•pairs 

•small groups 

•expert tutoring 
(side-by-side) 

•use of technology 



Categories of Instructional Strategies That 
Affect Student Achievement 

  Category      Percentile Gain 
n  Identifying Similarities and Differences    45 
n  Summarizing and note taking      34 
n  Reinforcing effort and providing recognition    29 
n  Homework and practice      28 
n  Non-linguistic representations     27 
n  Cooperative Learning      27 
n  Setting objectives and feedback     23 
n  Generating and testing hypotheses     23 
n  Question, cues, and advanced organizers    22 

Marzano, Pickering, Pollack.  Classroom Instruction that Works. ASCD, 2001



The “best” practices for accelerating 
reading improvement are . . .  

In order to _______________  
you must follow several steps. 
First, _____________________ 
Then, ____________________ 
Next, _____________________ 
Finally, ___________________ 

The Three-Column FormatThe Three-Column Format

WordWord DefinitionDefinition Memory CueMemory Cue



Choose thinking/reading . . . 



Train the 
Brain 



Reading, observing, & listening to 
information to identify, understand, 
communicate, and use . . .  

1.  Main/Central Idea 
2.  Significant Details/

Evidence 
3.  Sequential/Order 

Relationships 
4.  Comparison Relationships 
5.  Cause and Effect 

Relationships 
6.  Knowledge of vocabulary/

key terms 
7.  Generalizations and 

Conclusions 

8.  Problem-Solution 
Relationships 

9.  Multi-step Instructions/
Directions 

10.  Author’s Purpose, 
Techniques, Claims, 
Views, and Arguments 

11.  Knowledge of Maps, 
Charts, and Graphs 

12.  Literary Analysis 
13.  Information from 

Researching  



Select a standard and related skill. 
Select a 
matching 
graphic 
organizer. 

Select a 
summary 
template 
and 
purpose. 

Select question 
prompts. 

Learn how 
to use a 
matching 
hand signal. 

1 2 3 4 



EXPLICIT TEACHING and 
Guided Practice 

1.  I do 
2.  We do 
3.  I Do 
4.  We do 
5.  I do 
6.  You do 
7.  Closure 
8.  The next day 



Making Reading/Thinking Skill 
Connections with Content 

1.  Main/Central Idea 
2.  Significant Details/

Evidence 
3.  Sequential/Order 

Relationships 
4.  Comparison Relationships 
5.  Cause and Effect 

Relationships 
6.  Knowledge of vocabulary/

key terms 
7.  Generalizations and 

Conclusions 

8.  Problem-Solution 
Relationships 

9.  Multi-step Instructions/
Directions 

10.  Author’s Purpose, 
Techniques, Claims, 
Views, and Arguments 

11.  Knowledge of Maps, 
Charts, and Graphs 

12.  Literary Analysis 
13.  Information from 

Researching  



I will be able to . . ./I can . . . 

n  identify and summarize the 
main idea and details. 

n  identify central themes about 
the history of the world. 



Main/Central Idea 
Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail 



Main/Central Idea and Details 
One main idea of the History of the World 
video is that humankind has been innovative/
inventive.  One example of that idea is when 
the floppy disk was invented. Another 
example of innovation/inventiveness was 
______.  In addition, innovation and 
inventiveness was illustrated when 
__________. Finally, innovation and 
inventiveness was shown when __________ 



Start Small!  Three to six-
Sentence Summaries 



Main/Central Idea 
Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail 



Main/Central Idea and Details 
One main idea of the History of the World 
video is that humankind has been innovative/
inventive.  One example of that idea is when 
the floppy disk was invented. Another 
example of innovation/inventiveness was 
______.  In addition, innovation and 
inventiveness was illustrated when 
__________. Finally, innovation and 
inventiveness was shown when __________. 



















9. Monitor implementation and make 
necessary changes. 



 
5.  Reflecting about Needs and Concerns 

1.  What CONCERNS do you have 
about the PLCs?  

2.  What QUESTIONS do you have 
about PLCs? 

3.  What positive results do you HOPE 
PLCs bring?  

4.  What do you NEED to help you 
and/or your colleagues get ready for 
the PLC initiative?  

127 

•Silent 
brainstorming 
•Pair-share and 
Go-Around 



Reflecting about the Delivered 
Curriculum  

1.  Talking about Planned and Delivered Curriculum Content, 
Topics, and Skills	  

1.  What planned content, topics, and skills were omitted/
abandoned during the delivery of the chapter/unit of study?	  

2.  What content, topics, and skills were added during the delivery 
of the chapter/unit of study?	  

3.  What were students‘ strengths related to the content, topics, 
and skills?	  

4.  What content and topics were challenging for students and will 
be needed for subsequent learning?	  

5.  What will you do to re-teach or review the content, topics, and 
skills identified in #4?	  



Reflecting about Instruction 
2. Talking about Instructional Best Practices and Strategies  
 
1. What instructional practices, strategies, and/or techniques 

engaged students and facilitated achievement of stated 
learning goals? 

2. What instructional practices, strategies, and/or techniques 
did not engage students and did not facilitate 
achievement of stated learning goals? 

3. What do you need to learn (e.g., strategies, practices, 
techniques) to increase student engagement and/or 
learning? 	  



Reflecting about Assessment 
3.  Talking about Assessing Student Progress 
 
1.  What types of formative assessments do you use and how 

frequently?	  
2.  What types of summative assessments do you use to assess 

students end-of-unit/chapter progress?	  
3.  How do you analyze students’ performance after assessments?	  
4.  How do you provide students with feedback about their 

performance?	  
5.  What targeted skills and/or knowledge are challenging for 

students?	  
6.  What do you need or want to learn how to do related to 

assessing student learning?	  



Reflecting about Curriculum 
and Data 

4. Igniting and Inviting Data 
Conversations to Determine 
 

1. Do I teach it?	  
2. Do I teach it the way it is 

tested on classroom and 
external assessments?	  

3. Do I teach it to the same 
depth that it is tested?	  

4. Do I place it in the right 
sequence?	  

5.  Do I teach it frequently 
enough?	  

6.  Do I teach it for the 
appropriate duration?	  

7.  Do I use the best (i.e., 
research-supported) 
practices or strategies?	  



Collect Data about Student’s Skills 

n  Assign your students a passage to read from your 
content area materials (approximately 300 to 1000 
words) and have them create a graphic organizer 
of a ____________________(your targeted 
skills).  

n  You may have students create the graphic 
organizer about something that they listened to or 
observed in PE, music, art, or other classes where 
reading is not prevalent.  You may show them an 
example of a graphic organizer or give a template 
to them.  You can use it as a homework or in-class 
assignment. 

 



Collect Data about Student’s Skills 

n  Assign your students a passage to read from your 
content area materials (approximately 300 to 1000 
words) and have them create a four to eight 
sentence summary of a 
____________________(your targeted skills).  

n  You may have students write the summary about 
something that they listened to or observed in PE, 
music, art, or other classes where reading is not 
prevalent.  Don't provide instruction or a 
template for the summary. You can use it as a 
homework or in-class assignment. 

 



Collect Data about Student’s Skills 

n  Bring one best, average, and poor example of the 
summaries and graphic organizers to the next two 
meetings on _________and____________.  You 
will be discussing your students' work at those 
sessions using a 15-20 minute protocol. 

 
n  Review the student work, but don’t feel compelled 

to issue a grade on the work. 
 
 



Poor

Good

Better/Best

Poor

Good

Better/Best

Summary

Summary

Summary

Bring samples of student work every couple of weeks to 
your grade level team. 



Student Work Gallery 1:   
Looking At Student Work 

View the student work of your colleagues for 3 minutes. 

1.  What were the qualities of student work that made it an 
excellent, average, or low quality summary and graphic 
organizer? (2 minutes for each person) 

2.  What aspects of the graphic organizers and summaries do 
student need to improve (e.g., key ideas, detail, 
organizational pattern)? (2 minutes for each person) 

3.  What is an insight about the student work you observed 
from other teacher’s samples? (2 minutes for each person) 

Use a go-around to complete the following sentence. 
4.  During the next two week, I am going to help my students 

improve . . .  



Summary:  Poor 



Summary:  Average 



Summary:  High 



How about using the Disney 
approach? 



Select a standard and related skill. 
Select a 
matching 
graphic 
organizer. 

Select a 
summary 
template 
and 
purpose. 

Select question 
prompts. 

Learn 
how to 
use a 
matching 
hand 
signal. 

1 2 3 4 



EXPLICIT TEACHING and 
Guided Practice 

1.  I do 
2.  We do 
3.  I Do 
4.  We do 
5.  I do 
6.  You do 
7.  Closure 
8.  The next day 



Instructional Performance Sequence





 Steps for Solving Formulas with the Given Values 



Order of Operations 
3+6X(5+4)÷ 3-7 

Parenthesis 
3+6X(5+4)÷ 3-7 
 
3+6X9÷ 3+7 

Multiplication 
3+6X9÷ 3-7 
 
3+54÷3-7 

Division 
3+54÷3-7 
 
3+18-7 

Addition 
3+18-7 
 
21-7 

Subtraction 
21-7 
 
14 



Writing and Talking about 
Math Problem Solving 



Keep Practicing 

1.  I do 
2.  We do 
3.  I Do 
4.  We do 
5.  I do 
6.  You do 
7.  Closure 
8.  The next day 



Evaluating Student Graphic 
Organizers and Summaries 



Evaluating Student Graphic 
Organizers and Summaries 



Evaluating Student Graphic 
Organizers and Summaries 



Professional Diaglogue 



Protocol 2 



The Brain and Successful Learning 
Neurotransmitter Purpose and Result 
Noradrenalin Arousal 

Energy 
Drive 
Excitement   

Serotonin Calming neurotransmitter 
important to the 
maintenance of good mood 

Acetylcholine Focus 
Memory 
Feelings of pleasure   

Dopamine Pleasure 
Reward 
Good Feelings towards 
others 



Power Thinking Cartoon 

Marzano, 
Tactics in 
Thinking, 1989



10. Determine how the team is functioning 
and what the team is learning. 







Checking Progress with the 
Group 





12. Solve Group Problems 



Problems often occur when 
Professional Learning Team Norms 
and Commitments are Violated 

n  Time 
n  Listening 
n  Confidentiality 
n  Decision Making 
n  Participation 
n  Expectations 
n  Atmosphere/Climate 





Making Decisions 



Solving Problems 



What do you need to be a successful 
professional learning community? 

n  Believe that abilities are not fixed and they 
can be developed through dedication, 
collaboration, and hard work 

n  Possess a love of learning and improvement 
n  Choose to be resilient 
n  Desire accomplishment (i.e. reach a goal, 

solve a compelling problem) 
n  Apply the knowledge and skills to WIN 

together 


